Structural basis for mechanical transduction in the frog vestibular sensory apparatus: I. The otolithic membrane.
The mechanical coupling of the otoliths to the hair cell sensory stereocilia at the surface of the vestibular sensory epithelium is mediated by two layers of extracellular matrix, each one with a specific role in the mechanical transduction process. The first is a rigid layer in direct contact with the otolithic mass and is known as the otolithic membrane or gelatin membrane. This structure consists of a dense, randomly cross linked filament network that uniformly distributes the force of inertia of the non-uniform otolithic mass to all stereocilia bundles. The second layer formed by a columnar organization of filaments secures the otolithic membrane above the surface of the epithelium. The long columnar filaments are organized in parallel to the stereocilia bundles and are anchored to the apical surface of the supporting cells. The zonula adherens at the apical region of each supporting cell displays a thick polygonal bundle of actin filaments forming at the surface of the epithelium a transcellular honeycomb organization that provides mechanical ground support for the columnar filament layer. The dominant aspect of this columnar filament layer indicates that it may also have an important role in attenuating the force of inertia of the large otolithic mass during acceleration, screening stresses that would be directed to an effective bending of the stereocilia bundles.